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Introduction

Disaster management and urban search and rescue can be characterized as current, relevant and quite challenging research topics. Design and deploy an autonomous robot team for rescuing human victims in disaster scenarios is an open
and quite complex problem for which several solutions have been proposed and
tested within the scope of the RoboCup rescue leagues since 2001. The rules
adopted for the Rescue Simulation League have evolved since 2001 however the
fundamental idea of the competition is to create a controlled virtual environment that replicates, up to a certain similarity level, the difficulties present in a
real life situation for allowing a fair comparison between the solutions proposed
by the competing teams. The basic tool used in the rescue simulation league is
USARSim (Unified System for Automation and Robot Simulation) which a highfidelity simulation of robots and environments based on the Unreal Tournament
game engine [2, 3].
Figure 1 shows the conceptual model for the competition environment. There
are M victims to be found by a group of N robots controlled by a single operator
base station. Human supervision is provided by the user interface. Although not
clearly stated in the competitions rules, the robots instantiated in the virtual
disaster scenario are just the hardware for sensing, actuating and communicating, all the computational power for the robots and the base station is emulated
by the computational platform provided by the competing team. Although those
CPUs are being emulated in the same computational platform no communication is allowed within the scope of the team computational platform. All the

messages exchanged between robots and base station must necessarily flow wirelessly within the virtual disaster scenario. In the virtual disaster scenario, as in
the real world, the wireless communications are subjected to noise and bounded
by the wireless network coverage area.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual model for the competition environment. One human operator is
allowed to supervise and to execute some restricted teleoperation tasks.

This paper presents the
solution overview designed to the virtual
rescue tasks and also discuss some the preliminary results obtained so far. The
solution being proposed in this specific competition is based on the ideas already
explored in the past [4, 5].
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System Overview

The solution proposed by the
addresses the different problems involved
in the disaster scenario. Each robot has its own control program running on
its specific processor which is assumed to have as much computational power
and memory as required to handle its sensing, communicating and actuating
subsystems. The robot control program will stay in one of the following operating
modes:

– In the normal mode, the robot is located within the antenna coverage area of
the base station and thus it may exchange information with the base station.
– In the remote mode the robot is located within the antenna coverage area
of a neighbour robot and thus relies on it to exchange informations with the
base station.
– In the isolated mode the robot is located outside the antenna coverage area of
any other robot as well as the base station and thus must exhibit a completely
autonomous behaviour.
There will be a specific set of behaviors [1] tailored for the specific robot
operating mode, e.g., mapping, exploring, wandering, avoiding obstacles, and
locating victims.
The base station has its own control program for interacting with all the
robots and with an human agent. Similarly, it is assumed that there are no
limits in terms of computational power and memory for processor that runs the
based station control program. The base station will stay in one of the following
operating modes:
– In the fully-autonomous mode the base station operates autonomously by
exchanging information with the robots to maximize the sucess of the rescue
mission in terms of the explored area and number of identified victims.
– In the semi-autonomous mode the base station operates exchanging information with the robots, however some high level decisions regarding the rescue
mission are bounded by the actions of the human operator; a graphical user
interface is provided to simplify such human interaction, specially for the
victims identification task.
In both modes the software of the base station must keep track of an updated
world representation (disaster scenario) by integrating the informations received
from the robots. By such integration it is possible to avoid repeated exploration
of the same area by more than one robot as well as to augment the knowledge
of the partial world viewed by a robot by broadcasting information about the
neighbouring areas to its current location.
To successfully implement such a complex system a proper framework is
required. Such framework must allow the integration of heterogeneous tools, and
provide ways to re-use already established technologies aiming to ease further
development in the robotics field. Robot Operating System [33] encompass all of
the previous features and thus was adopted as backbone of the eROBOTICAVR
solution.
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Communications and energy saving

The communication between the base station and the robots as well as between
the robots will be provided by wireless data communication link. Thus it will be
necessary to create a self-organizing and self-configuring mobile ad hoc network.
However, it is assumed that no energy is used for transmitting or receiving data.

Sensing consumes the electrical energy provided by the robot’s battery. On
the other hand it is assumed that driving the robot around does not demand
any power. Thus, it will necessary to implement a dynamic power management
system by controlling the sensors usage. This is quite important to keep the robot
alive during the entire rescue mission. For this paper, we have adopted energyefficient motion planning for robot exploration [6–8] since it avoids repeated area
coverage and allows to save energy.
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Environment exploration and path planning

The disaster scenario is at some extent a real world problem which usually
is highly nonlinear, multimodal and subjected to several complex constraints.
Thus, metaheuristic optimization algorithms [9] seems to be a promising approach to design the control policy for environment exploration, path planning
and obstacle avoidance [10–12]. Conflicting objectives like maximize the robot
explored area and minimize its energy consumption must considered in the formulation of the optimization problem. On the other hand to favor collective
behaviour all robots must aim to stay within the wireless coverage of ad hoc
network to be, as long as it is possible, connected to the base station. In this
context learning and autonomy are crucial attributes to included in the robot
control policy [13, 14, 27], specially when the is outside of the wireless network
coverage area.
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Robot platforms

The disaster scenario may include indoor and outdoor environments. Thus, two
robot platforms have been chosen to compose eROBOTICAVR multirobot team,
i.e.: P3AT (Pioneer 3-AT is four-wheel, four-motor skid-steer robot for all-terrain
operation) and a Kenaf platform (a 6-track mobile robot platform designed for
uneven terrains).
The eROBOTICAVR team objective is to have a robot group as heterogeneous as possible, both in terms of robot models and in terms of type of sensors.
Addition of different robot platforms is actually being implemented.
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Localization and mapping

One of the main problems to be solved is robot localization and environment
mapping within the disaster scenario. All the robots must keep track of its
own localization by maintaining local maps of the environment. Based on those
local robot maps, the base station may merge all of them into a global map
[15–17, 28] of the disaster scenario and thus planning a more effective rescue
action. To decide which type of SLAM to adopt, several implementations of EKF
and Particle filters have been studied [18–21, 24]. The solution adopted for the
eROBOTICAVR was based on grid mapping combined with Rao-Blackwellized
particle filters [30].
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Victims detection

The human rescue can only start when the robot detects a victim and provides
her localization. Thus, detection of victims in the disaster scenario is one of the
most important tasks for a fully autonomous robotic solution. Vision, sound,
distance and thermal principles have been proposed to detect victims [22–25].
Locally normalized histogram of oriented gradient (HoG) descriptors have been
used for detecting humans either in regular scenarios [31] and in simulated disaster scenarios [32]. The victim detection solution adopted in eROBOTICAVR
is not completely automatic, indeed the preprocessing of the image streams is
done with a detector that exploits HoG descriptors to identify the potential disaster victims but the final decision about human identification is delegated to
the human agent that interacts with the base station.
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User interface

The user interface must manage the information coming from the base station
and from all robots deployed in the disaster scenario allowing to visualize the
current status of the world representation. Besides, this user interface must show
the robot current poses and battery lifetime but mainly the estimated locations
of the identified victims. In the normal and remote modes the interaction of the
robots with the environment is not completely autonomous. Indeed, an human
operator may interferes with the robot behavior such that less time be spent on
victims search, collision avoidance, and unwanted closed loop path.
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Preliminary test results

Several preliminary tests have been conducted with proposed eROBOTICA solution. Here we presented some selected results to demonstrate the feasibility of
our proposed approach. So far, the eROBOTICAVR software has been written
in C++ for the Microsoft Visual Studio. However, we are currently evaluating
the possibility of using high level programming environments like, for instance,
Julia[26].
Figure 2 shows a snapshot of our configuration interface running on a desktop
computer in which the USARSim environment runs under Microsoft Windows
XP operating system. On the other hand, Figure 3 shows, from the left to right,
the robot controller, the laser range readings, the sonar range readings and a
differential drive mobile robot instantiated in the virtual rescue scenario. The
video showing the team skills can be found at the eROBOTICA channel by
clicking here http://youtu.be/c6ZmU3HqGTQ.
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Preliminary conclusions

In this paper, we have described the main aspects of the eROBOTICAVR approach for the Virtual Rescue Simulation competition held in Robocup 2014.

Fig. 2. Snapshot of the configuration interface for launching the robots and base station
in virtual rescue scenario.

So far, the results obtained with proposed solution can be considered relatively
good. However, its worth to mention that this is an ongoing work and several
improvements are underway. Here follows a partial list of the foreseeable tasks:
expand the number and the type of robot platforms, improve the performance
of the navigation algorithm, improve the performance of the simultaneous localization and mapping algorithms and improve the quality of the visual victims
detection algorithm.
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